Lb7 duramax fuel filter housing
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USD Add To My Build List. Over time, the seals in the factory filter head are known to leak
causing issues such as hard starting, air leaks, and priming issues. Replacing the entire
assembly eliminates the hassle of having to rebuild the unit. Shipping Length 5 in. Shipping
Width 15 in. Shipping Height 5 in. So we ordered this. This one worked for us; truck up and
running, and hasn't stopped for a week and counting. Paul New Mexico February 14th, Over all
easy to install basically identical to oem and so far no problems. Keith KS February 12th, Easy
install, fit perfectly and works great. Overall Rating. Email Address will not be made public.
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and stimulates the aftermarket economy while lowering emissions for a greener environment.
For more info on the NEO click here. Omar, loved your customer service and thank you for
staying late to take care of the shipping dilemma. I appreciate you going above and beyond. Not
to mention my new turbo rocks and my truck is running like a beast! Thanks again for all you
do. Great customer service and working directly with an owner that cares about his clients is
sadly a rarity these days. Terry D. Chris at Dieselogic did an excellent job of finding the
information I needed to get right injectors for my truck when Dodge and Cummins couldn't.
Excellent product and great people to work with from the order desk to the tech. Thankful that I
found a company that backs up what they sell. Thank You! Very professional and
knowledgeable. Took the time to call me to make sure I ordered the correct parts. Miss , Brittany
at Dieselogic was very attentive to my injector needs , very knowledgeable on my 6. My truck is
running great. Good customer service, emailed with multiple questions and got responses,
called and talked to Chris there about some stuff and gave good clear explanations! I just
recently ordered a set of remanufactured injectors for my 06 duramax lbz and so far they are
performing flawlessly and it resolved my low fuel rail pressure code just took the truck on a mile
round trip and it never skipped a beat. Dieselogic was a great place to deal with, the person was
nice, the thing I really liked was I'm a do it yourself guy and a lot of the times when you call and
ask questions people want to make you feel stupid for the questions you asked and don't want
to deal with you but Dieselogic wasn't like that. Omar done an amazing job answering all my
questions and processing my order! Very good customer service! Highly recommend doing
business with this guy! Your Vehicle:. Choose your vehicle. Shop by vehicle Year:. Select Year
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shipping instructions to the Buyer. All orders for customers outside of the US for injectors,
turbos and pumps; must send us their cores in advance or pay for them in full. Please contact
us at Dieselogic cuts out the middle man, meaning the same quality at lower prices. Found a
better deal elsewhere? Give us a call at to talk about price matching. We pride ourselves in
superior craftsmanship, quality product lines, and responsive in-house customer service. As
leaders in the diesel injection system remanufacturing and refurbishing industry for over 5
decades, you can shop in confidence. Email Exclusives. These diesel engines are where the
Duramax started, and they have been so successful that the Duramax are still used in GM HD
trucks today. As successful as the 6. The first Duramax was far from perfect. As with anything
brand new, there were some kinks that needed to be worked out. With some aftermarket
solutions, you can fix most of the 6. Here is our guide to the 7 most common 6. The most
notorious LB7 Duramax problem is their original injectors. Even GM acknowledged their
problems when they corrected the original injector design and issued a , or 7-year warranty on
the updated model. If you recently purchased your LB7 and it has lower mileage, it could still
have the original injectors. What exactly were the issues of the original LB7 Duramax injectors?
Well, for starters, the injectors themselves are vulnerable to cracking. This can occur at anytime
on the injector bodies themselves. The ball seat inside the injector can also become faulty over
time. The ball seat can deteriorate over time, resulting in an incomplete seal, and ultimately,
injector leaking. Both of these issues result in fuel leaking from the injector which can then
enter the crankcase. Unfortunately, there is no good way to fix the factory LB7 Duramax
injectors other than replacement. Replacement of LB7 injectors takes a long time because the
injectors are located underneath multiple vehicle components. These lines can become
contaminated and cause fuel quality issues. The 6. A major part of this fuel injection system is
the CP3 fuel injection pump. This lack of a fuel lift pump puts some extra strain on the CP3
injection pump. Despite this, issues are still not very common with the actual pump when used
with stock applications. When you add some tuning or other performance modifications
however, the lack of a lift pump begins to reveal itself, and problems begin to surface. The lack
of a lift pump means the CP3 injection pump has to work extremely hard to pressurize fuel as
well as suction fuel from the gas tank. In higher horsepower applications, a loss of fuel rail
pressure while accelerating can occur. Even in stock applications, this design is also more
likely to encounter air in the fuel lines. The only way to fix the problem is to add a lift pump!
Even a stock truck can benefit from the addition of a fuel lift pump. They can greatly improve
the life span of your fuel system components like injectors or your CP3 injection pump. They
also improve performance and reduce emissions! You have to be careful when selecting one
however. For higher horsepower applications, you can purchase up to gph or higher, all
depending on your needs. This lift pump is ideal for stock trucks or slightly modified trucks up
to horsepower. As these trucks continue to get older, the original o-rings can deteriorate over
time. A leaking o-ring not only results in a fuel leak, but air can also enter the fuel system. This
causes various performance issues, hard starts, and even engine codes. There are inexpensive
kits to totally replace the o-rings found on the fuel filter housing unit. You can also replace the
entire unit itself for more money. Take a look at some of the solutions we recommend below.
The OEM water pump uses an iron impeller which makes it much more durable than the plastic
impeller used on newer models. Instead, over time the seals can deteriorate resulting in lower
coolant levels because of coolant loss. This can cause overheating issues. Leaks also reduce
pressure, causing the coolant system to inadequately supply coolant. Because of its location,
you have to remove a few different components to get the pump off. To fix a broken or leaking
water pump, you just have to replace it. We recommend using a quality OEM water pump when
you replace your broken one. Take a look at what we recommend below. GM This is most likely
because they have a smaller radiator and fan than or newer models. Overheating issues
typically occur because of a faulty water pump, or a damaged fan clutch. When the fan clutch is
damaged, it prevents it from operating and giving the LB7 Duramax engine the additional
cooling it needs. Overheating can also be attributed to a dirty or clogged radiator. Over time,
your radiator can accumulate dirt, grime, and other gunk. To make things worse, the factory
radiator is a little small. This means a smaller surface area and even less overall cooling
capacity. First, you want to identify what is causing overheating on your LB7 Duramax. You can
definitely start by making sure your radiator is free and clear or debris, dirt or other gunk. Check
for a bad thermostat or water pump. Try to find out under what conditions the overheating
occurs. If your truck is only overheating under extremely heavy loads, that is generally more

normal. If your truck is overheating anytime you drive it, you definitely have a problem that
needs to be taken care of as soon as possible. Here are the parts we would use to fix our own
LB7 Duramax. Performance Radiators like this one from Mishimoto often produce better cooling
than factory units. Check it out here. The LB7 Duramax is more prone to head gasket failures
than future generations of the Duramax engine. LB7 Duramax head gasket problems can occur
for a couple of reasons. Overheating can sometimes be attributed to head gasket failure, as the
LB7 Duramax does suffer from a small radiator, fan, and problematic water pumps. Head gasket
failure can also be attributed to performance modifications like tuning that allow the head bolts
to stretch and a lifted cylinder head. More LB7 head gasket failures are attributed to the poorly
designed head gasket found on these trucks. The LB7 Duramax has a layered steel head gasket.
During the compression stroke, the head can lift a little. This in turn, can result in gaps in the
steel head gasket. The layered gasket will then leak. Leaks can occur internally or externally.
Internal leaks result in coolant reaching the cylinders, while external leaks result in coolant loss.
Unfortunately, this can be pretty complex and require a skilled mechanic. Even for a skilled
mechanic it takes over 10 hours to do everything right. ARP head studs are second to none and
provide vastly better clamping force than the stock head bolts. GM has since updated their head
gaskets to be more durable, so it is possible to use a new OEM gasket. Merchant Automotive
makes a complete head gasket kit that is of better quality. If you want to make your LB7
Duramax more durable than the factory design, this is the route you should go. These studs
offer the best clamping force and drastically better performance than comparable studs from
other manufacturers. The Allison Transmission is well-known by diesel enthusiasts for being
one of the most reliable transmissions ever. In fact, when you tune your LB7 Duramax or add
other performance modifications, the Allison transmission can enter limp mode. This occurs so
often that we included it in our list of the most common LB7 Duramax problems. If it occurs, try
cycling your key and turning the truck off and on. Sometimes you can reset the truck from limp
mode. If you have a scan tool, you can simply clear the code which will release your LB7 from
limp mode. If the issue continues to occur on a stock truck, your transmission will likely need a
rebuild in the near future. The independent front suspension found on Duramax trucks is both a
blessing and a curse. What steering and suspension parts cause the 6. Broken or snapped tie
rods are the most common issue. If you install a leveling kit, or simply torque your torsion bars,
your factory steering geometry will be thrown out of whack too. This can lead to premature ball
joint wear and control arm issues. For that reason upper control arm kits can be a lifesaver and
can improve both the longevity of your factory parts and steering geometry. With some
aftermarket upgrades, you can greatly improve the steering and suspension on your LB7
Duramax. In fact, when compared side-by-side the factory tie rods look tiny in comparison.
Kryptonite Death Grip Tie Rods are a huge improvement over the factory tie rods. Kryptonite
UCAs are a huge improvement over the factory control arms. Cognito SM series box style upper
control arms help bring steering geometry back to normal levels and bring ride quality back to
comfortable! A must have for leveled Duramax trucks. The uni-ball ball joint is much sturdier
and can handle more abuse than the standard ball joint. The Cognito pitman and idler support
arm kit adds additional support to critical LB7 Duramax steering components. Basically, the
forward and rear movement of the center-link is eliminated. Other LB7 Duramax problems occur
almost exclusively with high horsepower applications. If you are building a high performance
truck however, these are things you need to consider. It might be better to keep your truck in
more stock form, therefore making it more reliable. If you decide to pursue higher horsepower
and torque, these are some problems you need to be aware of. High horsepower Duramax
trucks of all generations are susceptible to snapping a crankshaft. Excessively high RPMs and
poor tuning have attributed to some crankshaft failures. Some people also blame the firing
order for putting additional stress on the crankshaft. Breaks typically occur near the number
one and two rod journals. Fixing a broken crankshaft is an expensive repair that can result in
your truck being in the shop for weeks or months. There are several aftermarket crankshafts
that hold up to power better than the factory unit. You only want to have to tear down your
motor once. Another high horsepower LB7 Duramax problem is bent rods. The LB7 Duramax
engine has a Instead of breaking a
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nd an all-out rebuild being needed, the forged steel rods simply bend. You can learn more
about the LB7 Duramax by visiting some of our other resources. Click on one of the links below
to visit that LB7 Resource. This helps support Diesel Resource and allows us to continue to
produce helpful diesel insight and content. Thank you for the support! Want to learn more about

the latest insights in the diesel industry? Signup for our newsletter and stay up to date on the
top trending topics! Founder of Diesel Resource and a complete diesel head. Has a little bit of
problem buying too many trucks. Learn more about him by checking out his truck. Help Us Get
to 1,! Written by Kamil November 5th, Photo courtesy of Air Dog Website. Make Kamil's day and
share it with a buddy! Comprehensive 2. Comprehensive 6. LML Duramax Emissions. LML
Duramax Problems. The Ultimate 6. Diesel Performance. Digital Gauge Monitors. Bosch
Dieselogic LB7 Injectors. OTC Merchant Automotive Schley Products B. ACDelco ARP

